
How to reach our offices 

during the road works? 

 

➔ To reach the BluePoint Building where Orgalime is located (Bd Reyers 80, B-1030 

Brussels), we strongly advise taking the tram (pre-métro) at the crossroads Diamant.   

The trams will run normally during the road works, which are expected to last until January 

2019. The trams are connected by the metro line 1 at the ‘Montgomery’ stop.  

Part of the Diamant crossroads is closed to traffic, and motorists coming from the E40 

are diverted onto Colonel Bourg Street, before leading onto Boulevard Reyers in the direction 

of Meiser. It will not be possible to get onto the E40 coming from the city centre via the 

Roodebeek avenue. 

 

Several buses are also diverted due to the works: 

Following this large-scale project, many buses passing through Diamant and Reyers 

Boulevard are diverted.  

• Bus 12 to Zaventem Airport is diverted between Diamant stops and Geneva via Meiser 

Square and Frans Courtens Avenue.  

• The stop Diamant is moved to the stop of the bus line 29 towards Hof ten Berg. The bus 

12 in the direction of Brussels is diverted locally to the Diamant stop. 

• The bus 21 towards Brussels Airport is diverted between Diamant and Colonel Bourg stops and 

takes bus route 29 (between Diamant and Heydenberg) and 80 (between Heydenberg and 

Colonel Bourg).  

• No stops are served on this route, and the RTBF stop is temporarily not served. Buses 21 to 

Luxembourg are diverted between the Divin Sauveur and Diamant stops. 

• Bus 79 towards Crainhem is diverted between the stops of Jamblinne de Meux and Colonel 

Bourg via Plasky Square and Avenue du Diamant, before following the route of bus lines 29 

(between Diamant and Heydenberg) and 80 (between Heydenberg and Colonel Bourg). The 

Plasky and Diamant stops are served, the Victor Hugo stop is served by bus 28. 

• Bus lines 28, 29 and N05, which also serve Diamant, run normally. 

 

By car: the deviations will be adapted according to the phases of the construction site: 

• For traffic coming from outside Brussels, it is advisable to opt for another route as signalled on 

the Ring. Motorists are diverted on Colonel Bourg Street, before being led onto Boulevard 

Reyers towards Meiser. It is also recommended to use alternative modes of transport to get to 

the area around Reyers Boulevard. 

• The organisation of the construction site in several phases makes it possible to avoid a 

simultaneous closing of the four tunnels. However, certain tunnels may be closed during the 

process. Please consult for the latest status of the construction works at BluePoint website.  

• Tunnels E40 to the city centre and Belliard (city centre to E40) remain open during all 

interventions. 

 

https://www.bluepoint.be/images/content/brussels/downloads/BluePoint-Brussels-access-plan.pdf
https://www.bluepoint.be/en/get-inspired/12-roadworks-brussels/


 


